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Secure and Private AI

Motivation



The importance of data for ML



The importance of data for ML

Data privacy matters!



What is privacy?

Privacy

Confidentiality

Don’t tell

Don’t ask



The importance of data for ML

Privacy

Confidentiality

Don’t tell

Don’t ask

Privacy is about the right to be left alone (from public scrutiny)

Confidentiality is about a promise from people who have privileged access.



Importance of privacy by the United Nations



• Social networks: Facebook, LinkedIn

• Government, company, research centers collect personal information and analyze them

Personal data in Big Data era



Recent legislations on privacy forces businesses to revise their data practice

How about machine learning models trained on user data?

• can’t keep personal data for more than three weeks?

• I will have to delete all traces of a user upon request?



Risk of personal information leakage

• YouTube & Amazon use viewing/buying records for recommendations.

• Emails in Gmail are used for targeted Ads and for completing your sentence.

• LLMs use public and third-party data for training 



Risk of personal information leakage



Risk of personal information leakage



Web crawlers are used to gather data and train LLMs.

Risk of personal information leakage



Personal data in Big Data era

… prompts the GPT-2 language model with the prefix “East Stroudsburg Stroudsburg…”

 it will autocomplete a long block of text that contains the full name, phone number, email address, and physical 
address of a particular person whose information was included in GPT-2’s training data.

Source: Google Research



Personal data in Big Data era



Review

First Part of This Course:

• Ensemble

• Learning Theory

• GNN

• Generative Models

Focus more on a single merit: accuracy



Outlook

Second Part of This Course:

• Causal Learning

• Differential Privacy and Federated Learning 

• Fairness in ML

• Explainable AI (XAI)

Focus on more attributes: causality, privacy, fairness, and interpretability

(This lecture)



Introduction to Differential Privacy and 
Federated Learning

This Lecture:



Outline

Again, privacy in ML can be a full course, we will only highlight a few important concepts



Outline

• Differential privacy

• Differentially Private Machine Learning

• Federated learning with DP

Definitions

Problem and Framework

Again, privacy in ML can be a full course, we will only highlight a few important concepts

Basic Mechanisms: Randomized Response, Laplace, Exponential

Gaussian Mechanism

• Motivation and attacks Reconstruction attacks



Differential Privacy

Part I 



Motivation, Attacks, and History

Part I.1 



Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy?

• Can’t we just remove personal identifiable information from the data so that it is de-identified?

• We are only seeing aggregate statistics usually?

• Secure multi-party computation (MPC) and federated learning have made it possible for 

companies to train ML models with my data while keeping my data on my device?



Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy?

Q: Is this a good enough privacy-preserving method?

Consider a simple and practical method:

Removing/modifying personal identifiable information

Example:

Questionnaire: Have you ever driven under the influence?



Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy?

Q: Is this a good enough privacy-preserving method?

Consider a simple and practical method:

Removing/modifying personal identifiable information

Example:



Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy?

Q: Is this a good enough privacy-preserving method?

Consider a simple and practical method:

Removing/modifying personal identifiable information

Example:
Car Model

Mazda 6
Tesla

Accord
Benz

ZIP

91106
21927

23772
12678

From a different web …

…



Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy?

Consider a simple and practical method:

Removing/modifying personal identifiable information

CTE

What is your rate of the teacher/course?

On More Example:



Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy?

Q: Is this a good enough privacy-preserving method?

CTE

What is your rate of the teacher/course? 0/6

Consider a simple and practical method:

Removing/modifying personal identifiable information

Name:  Anonym

Why do you rate under 3?

I obtained only 3/10 for problem 1.(a) in HW2.

On More Example:

Daniel

James

Alice

3

2

5

Score



Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy?

NOT a good enough privacy-preserving method!

Consider a simple and practical method:

Removing/modifying personal identifiable information



“Just six days of step counts are enough to uniquely identify you among 100 million other people.”

Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy?

https://www.mobihealthnews.com/news/contributed-when-fitness-data-becomes-research-data-your-privacy-may-be-risk

Differencing attack and side information identifies individuals from aggregate statistics



Real-world Examples



Real-world Examples



Possible attacks

Membership inference attack:

Unintended memorization attack:

FYI: Modern DP learning models memorizes the entire dataset using their billions of parameters. They can 
be thought of as an implicit transformation of the data into an efficient data-structure. In fact, 
memorization might be the very reason why deep models work well. See (Feldman, 2019) https://
arxiv.org/abs/1906.05271

Generative model-inversion attacks:

•  Model inversion attacks recover information about the training data from the trained model.

Reconstruction attack:
• An even stronger attack later: even without side-information, even with noise in the statistics.



Possible attacks

Generative model-inversion attacks

•  Model inversion attacks recover information about the training data from the trained model.

Zhang et al., “The secret revealer: Generative model-inversion attacks against deep neural networks.” https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.07135

Many more DNN-based attacks …

reconstructing individuals from a face 
recognition dataset, given a classifier 

trained on this dataset and a generative 
model trained on an unrelated dataset of 

publicly available images.



Reconstruction Attack

US Census Bureau in 2018

Aloni Cohen and Kobbi Nissim in the first bug bounty program 2017 - 2018

motivating the Bureau’s adoption of differential privacy for data products derived from the 2020 
decennial census!

Introduced in a seminal paper by Dinur and Nissim in 2003

Reconstruction Attacks in Practice:

Travis Dick, Matthew Joseph, and Zachary Schutzman in the second bug bounty program 2020

Diffix

This attack motivates differential privacy!



Reconstruction Attack

Consider the following model:

Each record is

• We can visualize such a dataset as a matrix

=

(  binary attributes)d



Reconstruction Attack

Consider the following model:

• The distinction between  and  is only in the mind of the attackerzi bi

•  is the prior information{z1, …, zn}

•  are the secret bits{b1, …, bn}

The Dinur-Nissim attack uses a query  specified by a function q φ : {0,1}d−1 → {0,1}

Our goal is to understand if asking aggregate queries (defined by the prior information) can 

learn non-trivial information about the secret bits.

Most basic aggregate query: counting query (how many data points satisfy a property)



Reconstruction Attack

The Dinur-Nissim attack uses a query  specified by a function q φ : {0,1}d−1 → {0,1}

QZ



First Trial

How to design  ?φ

The Dinur-Nissim attack uses a query  specified by a function q φ : {0,1}d−1 → {0,1}

If answers are noiseless:



First Trial

How to design  ?φ

The Dinur-Nissim attack uses a query  specified by a function q φ : {0,1}d−1 → {0,1}

If answers are noiseless:

What if the answers are noisy?



First Trial

• For simplicity, assume all  are distinct so that each user is uniquely identified by the 
prior information

z1, …, zn

• The attacker chooses queries  ( ) so that the matrix  has as its rows all of  . q1, …, qk k = 2n QZ {0,1}n

• The attacker receives a vector   of noisy answers to the queries, where  for all a |qi(X) − ai | < αn qi

An “inefficient” attacking scheme:

• The attacker outputs any consistent guess  of the private bits vector, i.e.,b̂ = {b̂n, …, b̂n}

Does there always exist such  ? b̂



First Trial

Theorem [Dinur and Nissim 03]: There is a reconstruction attack that issues  

queries to a dataset of  users, obtains answers with error , and reconstructs the secret 

bits of all but  users.

k = 2n

n αn
4αn

Proof:



First Trial

Theorem [Dinur and Nissim 03]: There is a reconstruction attack that issues  

queries to a dataset of  users, obtains answers with error , and reconstructs the secret 

bits of all but  users.

k = 2n

n αn
4αn

Proof: Fix some   b̂

If  and  differ by more than  bits, then at least one of above sets has more than  items b b̂ 4αn 2αn

WLOG, assume it is S01

Suppose the -th row of  is the indicator vector of  (Q: why can we do this?)i QZ S01

.



First Trial

Theorem [Dinur and Nissim 03]: There is a reconstruction attack that issues  

queries to a dataset of  users, obtains answers with error , and reconstructs the secret 

bits of all but  users.

k = 2n

n αn
4αn

Proof: Suppose the -th row of  is the indicator vector of  (Q: why can we do this?)i QZ S01

.

However,  should satisfyb̂

which implies a contradiction.



Can we have an efficient attack?

An “efficient” attacking scheme:

• The attacker now chooses  randomly chosen functions  for some much smaller k φi k = O(n)

• Upon receiving an answer vector ,  the attacker now searches for a real-valued  such thata b̃ ∈ [0,1]n

•  is round to the nearest b̃i b̂i

(Can be found efficiently by LP)



Can we have an efficient attack?

An “efficient” attacking scheme:

• The attacker now chooses  randomly chosen functions  for some much smaller k φi k = O(n)

• Upon receiving an answer vector ,  the attacker now searches for a real-valued  such thata b̃ ∈ [0,1]n

•  is round to the nearest b̃i b̂i

(Can be found efficiently by LP)

 is a random matrix, can show that with high probabilityQZ

The scheme implies

reconstruction error  ≈ O(α2n2)



Can we have an efficient attack?

An “efficient” attacking scheme:

• The attacker now chooses  randomly chosen functions  for some much smaller k φi k = O(n)

• Upon receiving an answer vector ,  the attacker now searches for a real-valued  such thata b̃ ∈ [0,1]n

•  is round to the nearest b̃i b̂i

(Can be found efficiently by LP)

Theorem [Dinur and Nissim 03]: There is a reconstruction attack that issues  

queries to a dataset of  users, obtains answers with error , and with high probability, 

reconstructs the secret bits of all but  users.

k = O(n)
n αn

α2n2



Enforcing privacy is challenging!

• Revealing dataset (even if with PII removed) is a bad idea

• Revealing aggregate statistics of the dataset has privacy risks

• Machine learning models encodes information of individuals in a dataset and will 
spit them out when given a carefully constructed prompt

Model inversion attacks recover information about the training data from the trained model.

Even if you don’t release the raw data, the weights of a trained network might reveal sensitive information.

Differencing attack:  with side information, even if reporting just one, may reveal information about individuals

Membership inference attack

Unintended memorization

Reconstruction attack



Incomplete history of privacy protection

(Motivated by the reconstruction attack)



Incomplete history of privacy protection

2017 Gödel Prize winners: 
Dwork, McSherry, Nissim & Smith



Intuition and Definition

Part I.2 



Necessary properties

• Do we want to target on some specific attack?

• Do we need assumptions on the adversary?

• Do we need assumptions on the input data?

• Do we want to have a composable privacy component?

What properties are desirable?



Necessary properties

• Protect against most (if not all) attacks known to date

• Not making strong assumptions about the adversary

• Not making strong assumptions about the input data

• Graceful degradation over composition (by repeatedly calling DP algorithms or other functions)

Do we need a formal mathematical definition for privacy? Yes!



Idea: mathematical guarantees

• We have seen several attacks

Generative model-inversion attack

Membership inference attack

Unintended memorization attack

• It is insufficient to defend against one specific attack.

• Idea:  a pure mathematical definition that separates “privacy definition” from the 

actual algorithm that implements the defense. 

Reconstruction attack



Key idea of differential privacy: randomized response



Differential privacy by examples

Let’s reconsider this example:

Questionnaire: Have you ever dodged your taxes?

Answer



Differential privacy by examples

Let’s reconsider this example:

Questionnaire: Have you ever dodged your taxes?



Differential privacy by examples

Let’s reconsider this example:

Questionnaire: Have you ever dodged your taxes?



Differential privacy by examples

Let’s reconsider this example:

Does this randomization help?



Differential privacy by examples

Let’s reconsider this example:

Does this randomization help?



Differential privacy by examples

Let’s reconsider this example:

Does randomization affect population-level statistics?

Does randomization change the population mean  ?μ



Differential privacy by examples

Let’s reconsider this example:

Does randomization change the population mean  ?μ

Does randomization affect population-level statistics?



Differential privacy by examples

Does randomization affect population-level statistics?

Truthful Case:

RR Case:

i i



Differential privacy by examples

Does randomization affect population-level statistics?

We can estimate the mean  for the RR case.  What is the payoff?μ

A. Estimate accuracy 

B. Variance

C. Computational complexity

D. Both A and B

E. Both A, B, and C



Differential privacy by examples

Does randomization affect population-level statistics?

We can estimate the mean  for the RR case.  What is the payoff?μ

Why this inequality holds?



Differential privacy by examples

We can estimate the mean  for the RR case.  What is the payoff?μ

Why this inequality holds?



Differential privacy

Database curator Database analyst

Database



Differential privacy



Differential privacy

-differential private(ε, δ)

+δ

The randomness only comes from the randomized mechanism 

We may define “neighboring relationship” differently to encode different 
granularity of the DP guarantee: e.g., “Add/remove”, “Replace”

Need to hold for any pairs of neighboring inputs and any set of outputs

(small, decreasing with )n



Differential privacy visualization



Differential privacy example



Differential privacy example



Differential privacy example



Differential privacy is composable

Example: Stochastic Gradient Updates [1]

[1] Deep Learning with Differential Privacy https://arxiv.org/pdf/1607.00133.pdf 



Composition rules



Composition rules



Composition rules



Advantages and disadvantages of DP

• The de-facto standard in privacy --- the only one still being actively researched on

• Interpretable, quantifiable, composable formalism

• A formal mathematical definition of privacy that provides rigorous guarantees and provably 
effective protections against privacy risks; makes no assumptions on adversary, database, etc

• Composable in industrial applications 

• Sometimes too restrict

Advantages 

Disadvantages 



Basic Mechanism

Part I.3 

Laplace mechanism

Exponential mechanism



Laplace mechanism

How to find a mechanism for differential privacy?

The first mechanism designed together with DP: Laplace mechanism

We focus on -differential privacyε



Laplace mechanism

What kind of noise we would like to add to the counts?

First trial: Gaussian

What:



Laplace mechanism

What kind of noise we would like to add to the counts?

Second trial: Laplace distribution



Laplace mechanism

What kind of noise we would like to add to the counts?

Second trial: Laplace distribution

What:



Laplace mechanism

In other words:



Laplace mechanism is differentially private



Laplace mechanism is differentially private



Laplace mechanism is differentially private



Laplace mechanism is differentially private



Exponential mechanism



Exponential mechanism is differentially private



Exponential mechanism example



Exponential mechanism example



Comparison of Laplace and Exponential mechanisms

So the Laplace mechanism is much more accurate in this case. But the exponential 

mechanism is still useful in cases that aren’t easily formulated as counts



Federated Learning

Part II



Introduction to federated learning



Introduction to federated learning 



Normal assumptions in FL

• Distributed storage (Non-IID)

• Heterogeneous services (Unbalanced) 

User data is localized to their own usage

Hard to be a representative of the population

Some users will make much heavier on particular services than others

• Distributed computing capacity (Massively distributed)

Expect a large number of devices to be updated at the same time

• Limited communication

Mobile devices are frequently offline or on slow or expensive connections



Introduction to federated learning (Optional)

https://sites.cs.ucsb.edu/~yuxiangw/classes/DPCourse-2021Fall/Lectures/peter_kairouz_guest_lecture.pdf



Ensuring privacy of participating users (Optional)



Data minimization principles for FL (Optional)



Need complementary privacy technologies (Optional)



FL used by Google Cloud (Optional)

Your phone personalizes the model locally, based on your usage (A). 
Many users' updates are aggregated (B) to form a consensus change 

(C) to the shared model, after which the procedure is repeated.



FedSGD (Optional)

McMahan et al, 2017 Communication-Efficient Learning of Deep Networks from Decentralized Data: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1602.05629.pdf



FedAvg (Optional)

McMahan et al, 2017 Communication-Efficient Learning of Deep Networks from Decentralized Data: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1602.05629.pdf



FedAvg (Optional)

McMahan et al, 2017 Communication-Efficient Learning of Deep Networks from Decentralized Data: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1602.05629.pdf



Trade-offs Between Local and Global Iterations (Optional)

McMahan et al, 2017 Communication-Efficient Learning of Deep Networks from Decentralized Data: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1602.05629.pdf

Number of rounds of communication necessary to achieve a test-set accuracy of 97% for the 

2NN(MLP) and 99% for the CNN on MNIST:



Comparisons Between FedSGD and FedAvg (Optional)

McMahan et al, 2017 Communication-Efficient Learning of Deep Networks from Decentralized Data: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1602.05629.pdf

Number of rounds of communication necessary to achieve a test-set accuracy of 97% for the 

2NN(MLP) and 99% for the CNN on MNIST:

expected number of updates per round.



Locally differentially private federated training (Optional)



Differential privacy and local differential privacy (Optional)



Differential privacy and local differential privacy (Optional)



Differential privacy and local differential privacy (Optional)



Deployment of local differential privacy (Optional)

• RAPPOR by Google

Collect user data

Randomized Aggregatable Privacy-Preserving Ordinal Response

• Private Count Mean Sketch by Apple

Collect emoji usage data along with other information in iPhone

Learning with Privacy at Scale



Distributed DP (Optional)



Summary

Part III 



• Understand why privacy matters in ML

Learning Outcomes

• Be able to state the definition of differential privacy

• Be able to state and verify simple mechanisms

• Know what federated learning is and how differential privacy can be guaranteed

• Know how to describe possible attacks

• Be able to derive the theorems for reconstruction attacks

• Understand the composition rule


